You've seen them; those fun memory stick give-aways that are handed out and won at conferences and workshops. They come in all colors with unique designs, are sometimes branded with company logos, and often have specific data uploaded to them for the programs being presented. But do you know what's really contained on that thumbdrive? Do you know for sure the computers that USB drive has been plugged into were secure and free of viral threats?

USB drives, or thumbdrives, flash drives, and memory sticks, are reusable storage devices that are small enough to carry in your pocket and are able to store many gigabytes of data. That is a lot of information contained in a very small device, and that is one of the biggest problems – their size. These devices are much more likely to be lost or misplaced than a smart phone or laptop. One study noted that British dry cleaners found approximately 9,000 USB drives in pants pockets. Another survey of taxi cabs in London and New York found that over 12,500 handheld devices, including USB drives, are left behind every 6 months.¹ If the USB device is not password protected or its personal or corporate files not encrypted, the device’s owner is vulnerable to identity theft and other types of cyber crime.¹

Several experiments have been conducted to study human response to found USB devices. One study placed 200 USB drives in high-traffic, public areas in large metropolitan locations in the U.S. and found that one in five people will use the found USB device. The devices were used in a manner that could potentially pose a cyber security threat to personal and professional information by opening files, clicking on unfamiliar links, and sending email messages to listed addresses.² Even more disturbing was another study that found an increase in people using found USB drives branded with their company logo or a familiar logo.³ Many of the experiment subjects claimed they only accessed the USB files to find the owner of the device.

In an article published just this year, a study is described where 297 USB drives were randomly dropped on a college campus with some labeled “Confidential” or “Final Exam Answers” or with return address tags so that the people who found them would not access the files or could locate the owners without opening the files. Still, over 45% of those USB drives were picked up and plugged into a computer. Sixty-eight percent of the accessed USB devices were plugged in with no precautions taken.⁴,⁵
If loaded with sophisticated malware or virus, hackers can penetrate some of the world’s most sensitive networks. For example, the Stuxnet worm, considered the most sophisticated computer virus ever created, infected Iranian nuclear facilities via a booby-trapped USB drive. With a booby-trapped drive, as soon as the device is plugged in, it can take over a keyboard without the user ever realizing anything is taking place. Hackers attempting to break into networks may install malware on thumbdrives to leave in parking lots nearby their intended targets, hoping that a curious user will pick up the thumbdrive, carry it into the office, and insert it into a company computer. This installs the malicious software and allows hackers to access the network.

So, what responsible methods should you employ when using USB drives?  

- Protect your data and avoid copying Social Security numbers, credit card numbers, and bank information on a USB drive.
- Use secure devices if you must upload personal information. Encrypt it and use a password.
- Keep personal and business USB drives separate.
- Do not plug an unknown USB drive into your computer.
- Use and maintain security software on your computers.
- Keep USB drives in a safe, secure location.

You should consider whether the use of USB drives is in your best interests. For instance, some companies do not allow corporate data to be stored on USB drives. In these cases, employees that work from home are provided with a company computer that is secured and maintained by the company’s own IT department. This is the best way to prevent network intrusions and loss of critical information.

USB drives are convenient and practical when used with best practices; however, so often these best practices and precautions are ignored without a second thought. We should all look at a found USB drive just as we would a hypodermic needle found out on the street. We don’t know where it’s been or what dangers it holds, so it’s best just to leave it alone.

And, definitely remember to leave yours at home!
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